
 

 
  
 

DURAFIL® ES2 (ENERGY SAVER) 
PRODUCT PERFORMANCE GUARANTEE 

The Camfil Durafil ES2 (Energy Saver) comes fully guaranteed to outperform all competitive products 
of its kind and to deliver the highest energy savings possible in the industry while maintaining rated 

efficiency. This guarantee eliminates associated risks with choosing or converting to the Durafil ES2 
and serves as proof that Camfil stands behind the product’s design features and performance 

capabilities. The Durafil ES2 is guaranteed to provide the following: 

HIGHEST ENERGY SAVINGS:  Due to the unique patent-pending design of this product, it 

operates at a much lower pressure drop in an air handling system than any competitor’s 
like product, resulting in energy savings that cannot be delivered by anyone else. 
Compared to other final filter configurations, the energy savings are even greater. Our Life 
Cycle Costing (LCC) modeling software can be used in addition to help optimize your 
energy reduction and filter life. This product is a 5-Star rated energy cost index filter. 

LIFETIME EFFICIENCY:  The Durafil ES2 uses a special fine fiber media that guarantees the 

MERV rating will be maintained the entire time it is in a system, allowing consistent and 
sustainable clean, high quality indoor air. Products made of highly-charged coarse fiber 
media have been proven to have a rapid reduction in MERV rating once installed in an air 
handler. 

FILTER LIFE:  Based upon energy savings and filter dirt loading characteristics, for the 

purpose of this document, the maximum life of the Durafil ES2 shall be defined as two and 
a half times its initial resistance to airflow or three years — whichever comes first.  

  

If the Durafil ES2 does not perform to the above standards,  
Camfil promises to provide you one free set of replacement filters. 

 
 
 

Contact us at 1-866-4CAMFIL 
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